We got all the spare parts, and deliver wherever you are

Henry Marine A/S was founded in 1992 and ever since, we have supplied spare parts to professional ship owners and ship managers worldwide.

Henry Marine A/S has specialised in supplying spare parts from makers in Europe - we have the knowledge to search out any part you may need.

Our product range covers the needs of Bridge equipment, Engine equipment, Deck equipment; Galley equipment and Laundry equipment.

Henry Marine A/S’s employees have a unique knowledge and experience. It makes us able to guide you professional - whatever you want, wherever you are!
And we control everything before you get it

Quality Control
All delivered parts are thoroughly checked and inspected by our own quality control personnel to ensure that they meet the specifications for the ordered parts. This is to ensure correct delivery the first time!

Warranty
Henry Marine supplies parts with full warranty. If, however, a defect should occur in a delivered spare part the problem will be handled quickly and professionally, either by replacement or repair of the part through our worldwide service network of suppliers.

www.henrymarine.dk
Our website is continuously updated with new products as they are added to our range. A list of products for which we supply spare parts can be downloaded from the website.

Among many other things, we deliver spare parts from the following makers:

Variou parts
- ACTA cranes/ladder
- Barker Jørgensens fans
- Brdr. Eegholm – turning gear
- Bosch-Reaxrot hydraulic
- Dantec -RPM indicators
- Ellehammer – Ejectors
- EVAC/Zodiac
- Hans Jensen Cylinder Lubricators
- Hi-Press ventilation
- Ingersoll Rand & Galia Air starter
- Jef Vacuum
- Jofra temp./pressure calibrators
- KEW/Nilfisk Alto
- Leudert Engine indicator
- Lucas Bryc³ hydraulic starter
- Mobrey - level switch
- NorreqActa
- Noverto ventilation
- PAM/Pluto air motors
- Schaller/Visatron/Graviner
- Starter for lifeboat
- Startwell Spring starters
- VÅF Instruments

Diesel Engines
- Bukh engines
- Demm
- MAN-B&W engines of 4-stroke type
- MAN generator engines
- Lister Petter
- SABB-Isveco engines
- Scania engines
- Sisu engines

Valves
- Amri valves
- ARI armaturen
- Bolaco pressure/vacuum valves
- Clorius Control
- Damco
- Danfoss System Hydraulic
- Emerson Process Management
- Nordisk Marine Hydraulik
- Norsk Hydro
- Pres-Vac - pressure/vacuum valves
- Scana Skarpnord
- Superfos Marine Hydraulic

Refrigeration parts
- Bork/Bitzer compressor
- Danfoss/Maneurope
- KOHO Compressor

Electric Parts
- ABB
- AEG
- Carlo Gavazzi
- DEIF generator controls
- Electromatic
- FR Electronics
- Schneider electric
- SELCO generator controls
- Semco Marine ship clocks
- Siemens
- Telemechanique
- Thinge Titan

Alarm, monitoring
- Ametek – temperature/pressure
- Autronica
- Danfoss - thermostat, pressostat, sensors and transmitters
- Frode Pedersen – temperature
- Gestra
- Hitech Instruments
- IPH Cargo control systems
- Kamstrup – manometers, thermometers and transmitters
- Kongsberg
- Lyngsoe Controls
- Magnelot level switch transmitter
- Norcontrol

Galley Equipment
- Aluminox
- Animo
- Baratta
- BEHA-HEDQ
- Bjorn Ventmixer
- Electrolux
- Hackman-Metos
- IPSO
- JOWA water heaters
- KEN dishwashers
- Primus
- Triman

Bridge equipment
- Amp&dan
- DEIF alarm/monitoring/wind measuring

Air compressors
- Atlas Copco
- Deno compressor
- Elmo Rietschle

EMRI autopilot
- Lyngsoe Marine
- Malling alarm system
- Vingtor communication
- Zenitel

Incinerators
- Atlas
- Detegasa
- Kvaerner
- Teamtec

Oily Water Separators
- Blohm + Voss Turbolo
- DYZ
- Detegasa
- Jowil
- RWO

Steering gears
- Atlas
- Frydenboe
- Svendsborg
- Tenfjord

Freshwater generator
- Alla Laval
- Atlas
- Aquamar
- Merser
- Nirex
- Sondex
- Salinometers
- Uni Safe salinometers

Boilers & burners
- Monarch burner
- Saacke burner
- Wesshaupt burner

Heat exchangers
- Alla Laval
- APV
- Pasilac
- Sondex
- Swep
- Trantor

Water Treatment
- Allidos
- Aquafine
- Eriwa water technology
- Prominent
- Trojan

Agencie
- Hølchg Sauer Breathing air compressor
- Espholin
- Gårder Denver
- Holung/Coltri/Bauer
- Sauer & Sohn
- Sperre
- Slienhojej
- Tamrator

Pumps and spare parts from:
- Aalborg
- Behrens
- Bornemann
- Desmi
- Grundfos
- Herborner
- IMO
- Iron
- Kral
- Leistritz
- M&R (Meynhold & Rasmussen)
- Merser
- Orpu
- Smedegaard
- Svancboeje
- Twonica

Fire alarms
- Apollo
- Autronica
- Corberus
- Consilium
- Ginger
- Safetec
- Salwico
- Servoteknik
- Siemens
- Wormald

Filters
- Boll & Kirch
- CJC filters
- Moatti
- Norddeutsche

Water Treatment
- Allidos
- Aquafine
- Eriwa water technology
- Prominent
- Trojan

Agencie
- Hølchg Sauer Breathing air compressor
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